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FROM TOP: Hobart’s
newest walking tour
imagines the city in a
different way; Nunami
Sculthorpe-Green tells
some hard truths outside
the Tasmanian Museum
& Art Gallery.

You can THINK you know NIPALUNA/Hobart until you WALK a few blocks of it
with someone who UNDERSTANDS the bigger picture, Elspeth Callender learns.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers should be aware that this article may contain images or names of people who have died.

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT: Nunami

Sculthorpe-Green speaks her
truth in Elizabeth Street
Mall; Room for a Pony in
North Hobart; The city of
Hobart is built on
Muwinina Country;
The mortar used to build
parts of the Tasmanian
Museum & Art Gallery
was made with crushed shell
beds – the gathering spaces of
the palawa.
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TRUTH BE TOLD

| takara nipaluna

“I LOVE THIS CITY,” says Nunami Sculthorpe-Green sipping
peppermint tea at an outdoor table at Room for a Pony in North
Hobart. “I grew up just up the road here so I always walked around
Elizabeth Street.” She gestures towards the nearby thoroughfare
connecting this suburb to the centre of nipaluna/Hobart. Turns out
I’ve inadvertently arranged our interview to be where some of the
earliest steps were taken in this storyteller’s journey towards creating
the city’s newest walking tour: takara nipaluna.
Nunami is a palawa and Warlpiri woman so her ancestral ties are to
parts of lutruwita/Tasmania and the Tanami Desert area of NT.
palawa/pakana are the First Nations peoples of lutruwita and Nunami
was raised strong in her palawa identity and culture here on Muwinina
Country by what she describes as impressive role models within a
supportive community. She’s passionate about the telling of unfiltered
Aboriginal stories and perspectives.
“I’ve been really active in the community my whole life,” says
Nunami who delivers cultural awareness training and recently hosted
Young nipaluna podcast series. Nunami has also repatriated the stolen
remains of Nugarrika – a young woman of the northwest coast of
lutruwita – from Berlin’s Charité university. She and Tessa Atto
travelled to Europe and the UK in 2014 to bring “our people back so
they can rest”.
When takara nipaluna soft-launched in 2021 I immediately bought
a ticket; I’d heard Nunami in interview. “I’m obsessed with the idea
that people think that you build a city and the people go,” she’d told
Hobart’s ABC Radio. “But, no, we were watching them build the city,
we’re there as they build the city, the new settlers documented us
coming in making demands and we continue to assert our voices
within the city 200 years later. It’s our city, too.”
takara nipaluna means ‘walking Hobart’ in the language of palawa
kani. It’s a 90-minute experience created and performed by Nunami
Sculthorpe-Green that highlights and honours the place, presence
and stories of First Nations people in a city that has historically
excluded them. Along a 1.5-kilometre wheelchair-accessible route
through the CBD, Nunami creates vivid scenes of barely known and
rarely told events.
Thirty of us had met up with Nunami at Mathers Place then
walked the short distance to Elizabeth Street where we stood

absorbing inner-city sights and sounds. Then Nunami’s voice came
through our earpieces suggesting we “imagine it in a different way”
and, together, we all travelled back to a mid-January day in 1832.
She described the event: 40 people, mainly of Oyster Bay and Big
River nations, walking through nipaluna/Hobart on their way to
negotiate with the governor. “Proud, free and determined people,”
who, like her, had connections to lutruwita thousands of generations
old. Britain had invaded in 1803 and, after three decades of resistance,
“they have lost nearly everyone they know and love”. Among them
were leaders Tukalunginta and Muntipiliyata, the formidable warrior
Eumarrah, and Nuenone woman Trukanini.
“I really encourage everyone to look each of them up,” Nunami had
said as she led us to the next location.
At Room for a Pony, Nunami explains to me that when she was a
kid in the 1990s only about 50 people made up Invasion Day rallies
in nipaluna. “There was no public art representing Aboriginal people
or culture” and certainly no signs with “ya pulingina” welcoming
visitors at Hobart Airport as there are today.
As a teen she’d assumed that “to be able to connect to our culture
and connect to our people and our history I’d have to find a way to get
far out of the city.” Into her twenties, Nunami’s perspective changed
by “realising whose Country I’m on and then thinking about them not
being here to tell a story and then, as Tasmanian Aboriginal people, 1
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: “While they still stand, the true history

of these inappropriate monuments must be known,” says Nunami Sculthorpe-Green in
Franklin Square near a statue of John Franklin; The tour usually ends at Parliament
House and Gardens, near Salamanca; And follows in the footsteps of First Nations
people along Elizabeth Street Mall, nipaluna/Hobart.

inheriting that responsibility and right to do that for all the Old
People who aren’t here”.
Looking back, Nunami can pinpoint lightbulb moments that led to
takara nipaluna. Clarity came in waves as she re-evaluated history and
realised “I didn’t know what we had lost before we had gained”.
It was a revelation, for instance, that the former Dog and Partridge
– on the corner of Goulburn and Barrack streets – where advocate
and activist William Lanne died in 1869 was opposite what became
the Dog House. “This was a huge pub for Aboriginal people. We
spent a lot of time there and our campaigns came from there.” Her
parents even met there. “William Lanne didn’t just die around there,
but spent time there; our people were there and now I’m there.”
During a cadetship at the Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery,
Nunami learned that Trukanini had lived nearby on Macquarie Street
and walked her dogs there. “I’m literally walking there every day like,
‘Oh my god, I’m following our Old People’s footsteps right now’.” But
what solidified it for Nunami was what has become her tour’s main
story: “That march down Elizabeth Street. How powerful.”
“Does everyone know this stuff?” she’d started to think. “I don’t
think they do. Surely they want to know.” In the end, “I made [takara
nipaluna] because I really wanted to and I really needed to”.
During the tour, Nunami led us into Franklin Square where
there’s a bronze statue on a plinth commemorating a 19th-century
Tasmanian premier and surgeon. “You’ll notice I like to stand with my
back to this statue,” she’d said. “While they still stand, the true history
of these inappropriate monuments must be known.” We learned that,
in 1869, this man broke into the city morgue and stole William
Lanne’s head.
“I wish state-sponsored brutality against our people was a thing of
the past,” Nunami had said, inviting us to take a seat facing the
fountain. She described a scene from the not-so-distant past of her
own father being singled out and arrested for drinking alcohol amid a
crowd of revelling American soldiers.
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Nunami hadn’t originally intended to include personal experiences.
“We’re not about individual profiles, but community achievements.”
Yet the personal stories resonate with many people. Some have also
told Nunami the information is easier to absorb because she doesn’t
seem angry. “We are allowed to be angry,” she tells me as she pours
more tea. “Hopefully by the end of my tour you know why and
actually support that.”
While open to all feedback and elated at the uptake of her tours,
Nunami is clear that “I didn’t tailor it to anyone else but myself and
my community”. She loves to hear community members say, ‘I didn’t
know that’, or at the end, ‘I felt so proud’, or that it inspired them to
get more involved with community. When Nunami performed takara
nipaluna for NAIDOC week and her older cousin Andry cried at the
end, “I was like, yes, I did it, I did it”.
Support has also come from people like dramaturge Sarah
Hamilton and Annette Downs, senior producer at Performing Lines
TAS, who Nunami describes as “a non-Aboriginal person who’s really
taken the time to prioritise working with our community and our
people and amplifying our voices”. A partnership with Theatre Royal
“takes the pressure off a lot of the admin shit wrapped up with
running your own business”.
Although Nunami is often asked where her information comes
from, she never leads with the fact she has a history degree. “I actually
don’t believe you need Western institutions to validate your
knowledge… We know what we are. We know who we are. We know
so much about our place and our culture.”
takara nipaluna joins a growing number of Blak-owned businesses
and cultural ventures across lutruwita such as Blackspace Creative,
Nayri Niara, palawa kipli and wukalina Walk. Invasion Day rallies in
nipaluna now draw thousands. “Our culture is strong and coming back
stronger. Every year our echoes become louder. I love this city and
I’m excited for the city to love us eventually.” blackledtours.com
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